Impromptu Speech Prompts
My favorite book is _____ and here's why.
My favorite family vacation was _____ and here's why.
If I were a super hero, I would like to be ____ and here's
why.
If I could have any pet, I would like to have ____ and
here's why.
If I were invisible, I would ____
The best movie I've ever seen was ____ and here's why.
Tell us about what you like to do on rainy days.
If I could go anywhere in the world, I would go ______.
My best friend is _____ and here are the things we like
to do together.
If you could go to any one of the "Timeline Card" times
which would it be and why?
Tell us about your favorite Bible story.
You are an ant. Convince an anteater to not eat you.
Tell us about a nickname you have and how you got it.
Convince us to vote for you as president of the USA.
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Impromptu Speech Prompts
Explain three uses for a pencil besides for writing.
Read us a letter you might write home when you are
staying at a circus training summer camp.
If you were an animal, what would you be?
You are a salesperson trying to sell us the shirt you have
on.
What do you think the best job in the world would be?
Tell us why.
Tell us how to become a millionaire.
Tell us how to make a new friend.
Tell us about your favorite holiday.
Tell us how to make your favorite meal.
Explain the rules to your favorite game.
Explain how to make a pizza.
Explain four uses for a drinking glass other than for
holding a liquid.
Explain the best way to teach an old dog a new trick.
Describe the life cycle of a frog or butterfly.
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